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TOPIC 1 | Insurability of Marijuana

The U.S. cannabis industry is growing at an unprecedented rate and is projected to reach $146.4 billion by 2025. Growth 
and success in this industry brings its own set of new insurance challenges. As the user base increases and the market-
place expands, it will undoubtfully become increasingly more difficult for businesses to avoid risk exposure.

Please discuss the following questions:
What factors make the marijuana risk different than other new products that are brought to the insurance market? What 
can insurance companies do to help assist insureds in understanding the coverage required and potential risks associated 
with marijuana? What primary factors impact the pricing for marijuana related insurance products? How do those factors 
affect the insurability and long-term viability of the industry? 

TOPIC 2 | Silent Cyber

Cyber liability insurance was created sometime around 2000. The earliest products were designed to cover third-party 
liability claims, claims brought against the policyholder alleging violations of various state and federal privacy laws.  
Since that time cyber liability insurance policies have evolved to cover first-party losses such as business interruption 
losses arising from a cyber event, ransomware payments, system failure coverage, payments for notification and credit 
monitoring expenses, social engineering losses and others. While many insurers expanded coverage on cyber liability 
policies, they weren’t simultaneously amending other lines of insurance to make sure cyber losses stayed where they 
belonged.  By staying “silent” on their coverage position related to cyber losses on non-cyber policies, it created the 
potential for coverage litigation for “silent cyber” losses. Plaintiff firms and insureds have alleged that if the cyber peril 
isn’t specifically excluded (silent) then it should be covered.
 
What are insurers doing to prevent cyber losses from being picked up on non-cyber policies? Which lines of insurance 
are the most likely to unintentionally cover cyber related losses? How are insurers modeling cyber losses to help under-
stand which line should respond and how to charge the right rates?  Provide examples of how a cyber event could create 
coverage ambiguities in non-cyber policies. Are there court cases setting a precedent for what buyers should expect?  
Why should the non-cyber lines be excluding coverage rather than charging more for it?

TOPIC 3 | Pandemic Risks

The COVID-19 pandemic has significantly impacted people, businesses and communities around the world. As a result 
of the pandemic, consumer behavior has drastically shifted and those changes may have a lasting impact. Consumers 
are now conditioned to expect access to telehealth and contactless shopping experiences even when buying a car. Going 
forward, we can expect increased reliance on technology and apps, delivery services and employers offering options to 
work from home or work from anywhere. More students will begin utilizing online learning platforms instead of tradi-
tional classrooms and adults will find themselves interacting more via platforms such as Zoom or Teams. 
 
While this level of disruption can trigger economic uncertainty, it can also usher in new opportunities for emerging 
products and services. How can the insurance industry respond to meet the ever-evolving needs of consumers as a result 
of the COVID-19 pandemic? Please discuss any emerging risks that the industry may need to prepare for as a result of 
the pandemic. For example, how might workers’ compensation carriers respond differently to claims that happen at an 
employee’s home vs on the jobsite? Or, how might commercial lines underwriters look at hospitality and retail risks dif-
ferently because of lower occupancy percentages? What new coverages and opportunities should the industry capitalize 
on? How might the insurance industry better utilize big data to contribute to an improved customer experience 
post-pandemic? 
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